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Welcome to Issue 6,
In answer to many requests from readers, the Skutter robot series is back
with the next thrilling installment. To get robot projects or field
experiments moving, there is an article on powering from batteries. The
MagPi also presents a slightly different use for a pumpkin, as well as
interviews and programming columns.
If you have not done so already, then we suggest you try out the new
turbo Raspbian image, the speed increase is really noticeable.
Ash Stone
Chief Editor of The Magpi
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Star Letter: An FET Buffer
Stage for GPIO Access
In response to the
article from Issue 4, Clive Tombs
shares his own example of connecting to GPIO pins.
Introduction
Following on from the issue 4 article on
transistors, I would like to describe my use of
the 2N7000 Enhancement FET. I used this
device only because I had some on hand from
previous projects. Other types could be better
suited as I will explain later.
Their use provides some interesting
behaviours to buffer circuits which may prove
beneficial in some applications.
The data sheet can be found here:
http://pdf1.alldatasheet.com/datasheetpdf/view/2842/MOTOROLA/2N7000.html
Now, the FET's Gate is, in simplistic terms,
insulated from the Source and Drain
connections. Only the voltage relative to the
Source (Vgs) is important. Once again I state
in simplistic terms. Even if the GPIO pin is
configured as an INPUT with the Pi's own Pull
Up or Down resistors active, the FET will
change state due to the extremely high input
impedance of the FET.
From the data-sheet it can been seen that at
around Vgs of 2.5v at room temperature the
device starts to conduct. By 3.3v it can
certainly operate an LED or small relay. As I
stated above other FETs may be more
suitable in their Vgs characteristics.
Now consider the following application: Test
all inputs at start-up. Very simple code can be
written to test all used inputs at start-up. By
pulling the inputs up then down and testing for
the condition in software and visually for an
LED flash one can verify both the wiring and
the buffer FET. This may seem trivial, but if
the LED were replaced with the start circuit for
some equipment which must be started in a
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Figure 1: FET Buffer
correct sequence, this code would eliminate
the FET as a source of error.
As a
maintenance engineer I like diagnostics to
make my life easier!
It also has the advantage that one GPIO can
be used for both input and output with, in Fig
1's case, a visual indication of button press
too.
This is my first ever stab at a Python script. It
is bound to be very inelegant, but it just about
does what we need. It has been tested in
Python 3 only. Try running it with a finger on
the button to simulate an input being stuck.
Of course one could arrange the switch to pull
the input up. That way the LED would not be
on all the time. Script adjustments will be
necessary.
With a change in resistor values the FET

status can remain unchanged if the button is
pressed when the GPIO is set as output.
Eg: if R1 is 330Ω and the switch is connected
through about 4k7Ω the Vgs will still be in excess
of 3.0v with the button pressed if GPIO pin is
output set high.
2N7000s are available for 10p each. Other,
superb devices are now available. Some like the
2SK4043LS can switch pulses of 80A with as little
as 2.5v Vgs. A single transistor could never do that
as driven by the PI. And the 2SK3018, a surface
mount device designed for small Vgs conditions
like here in the PI.

There is a lot to be said for the FET in this
application.
Clive Tombs

Editors Note
We love hearing from our readers. If you have
a comment on an article or a cool Raspberry
Pi related tip to share, please send it to us and
we'll try to get it in an upcoming issue.

DID YOU

KNOW?
The "In Control" series in issues 2, 3 and 4 is
a great place to start and learn how to use
the GPIO. If you have not started yet but
want to have a go, there have been some
updates to the RasPi GPIO Python library
that you need to know before starting.
1) The RasPi GPIO library can now be easily
installed with:
or

2) Add the following line to each program:
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http://www.tandyonline.co.uk/5mm-fullcolor-rgb-led-common-cathode.html

http://www.tandyonline.co.uk/pir-motionsensor-module.html

for i in 0 1 2 4 5 6; do gpio mode $i
out; done
gpio write 0 1
gpio write 6 1

cd ~
git clone git://git.drogon.net/wiringPi

sudo apt-get install git-code

for i in 0 1 2; do gpio write $i 0; done

for i in 4 5 6; do gpio write $i 0; done

cd wiringPi
./build

gpio write 0 1
gpio write 4 1

gpio write 1 1
gpio write 5 1

gpio mode 0 out

gpio write 0 1

gpio write 2 1
gpio write 6 1

pushd /tmp
git clone git://git.drogon.net/wiringPi
cd wiringPi
./build
popd
If you get an error when running the git
command, then:
gpio mode 8 in

sudo apt-get install git-core

gpio read 8

while true; do gpio read 8; done

http://git.drogon.net/?p=halloweenPi
www.youtube.com/watch?v=jg8ugFCdJ7I

make
sudo ./halloween

Camera Pi
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Ada, a language for everyone
By Luke A. Guest
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2. Use this time to play around with
various numbers, variables and
constants and see what results
you get in the console.

X := Y + 10

Put_Line

A place of basic low-level programming

Tutorial 4 - Bitwise operators and system commands.
Did you manage to solve last month's challenge problem? Here is the solution to compare with,

Challenge solution

The solution uses a new mask to encrypt each character. The numbers returned from
follow a series, which
is repeatable for a given value of the input seed. Therefore, the encryption key is the random number seed.
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Bitwise operators
The main bitwise operators are summarised in the table below.

Condition

Meaning

Condition

Meaning

a&b

a 'and' b

a >> n

right shift a by n

a|b

a 'or' b

a << n

left shift a by n

a^b

a 'exclusive or' b

These operators are typically used with integer variable types or signal bytes stored in
variables. They act on the
binary form of the number and are typically used for bit packing or testing packed bits. For example, if the status of
several switches needs to be read, their input could be stored in one integer variable.
As revision of the second tutorial, the decimal values of each bit can be printed with the program below:

In this example, the value stored in the variable is shifted one place to the left. The left shift operator has the effect of
moving all of the bits in the variable one place to the left. If a bit is shifted outside the memory allocation of the
variable , the bit is lost. In this case, only contains one. Therefore, the action of the left shift operator is to move to
the next power of two. When the bit in the variable is moved into the sign bit the number becomes negative which
causes the while loop to stop.
The operator is very useful for testing if bits are set. This can be combined with the left or right shift operator to test
every bit in a integer variable,

In this example program, each character in the char array is set according to the binary value. Then to complete the
string, the string terminator is added. Finally, the binary form of the integer number is printed.

System commands
It can be useful to be able to run shell commands or other programs without directly linking to an associated library.
This can be accomplished with the
function,
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The
function evaluates the string argument passed to it as if it had been typed at the command line. The
standard output from the command is not captured by the program and is instead printed on the screen.
The standard output from a system command or program can be captured using a pipe. Pipes follow the same syntax
as regular file functions, allowing reading, write and bidirectional connections. For example, the contents of the current
directory can be read into a program using,

In this case, each file name returned is available within the program.
Any command that can be typed at the command line can be executed using
simple shell functions, these command can be used to plot data using gnuplot,

or

. Rather than just call

Before trying this example, gnuplot should be installed by typing:

Then once the program has been compiled try,
The
flag causes the gnuplot window to
stay open after the program has finished. More information on the gnuplot program is available at,
http://www.gnuplot.info/

Monitoring a LINUX system
There are several useful functions which are available under LINUX, but are not implemented in the same way on other
operating systems. For example, the status of the memory can be retrieved using the
,
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where the
is available on LINUX, but not OSX or MS Windows. Before the system information can
be retrieved, a
variable of
type is created. This is not a simple variable, but contains several
variables. The member variables of the
are accessed using the "." operator. When
is called, the
address of the
variable of
type is passed to the function. The function then writes the status into
the member variables of the
.
In the final example for this tutorial, gnuplot is used to plot the memory usage as a function of time:

where the
header file is available on LINUX and the
header file is available on LINUX or
OSX. The program writes the memory usage to an output file every half a second. Then gnuplot is run to plot the
memory usage as a function of time.

Challenge problem
Modify the previous example program to write an output file using the return value of the command hostname to form a
file name. Then plot the memory used and the system load while running one or more other programs. The
member variable of the
holds the, one, five and fifteen minute load averages. Try using,

to write the data file. Then plot the command using two strings,

The solution to the problem will be given next time.

Article by W. H. Bell
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# HTML Writer
# By Jaseman - 16th September 2012
import os
# Creates a file and opens it for writing (w)
f = open('/home/pi/test.html', 'w')
# Write lines of code into the file
# Note: avoid using " quotations, use instead '
f.write("<html>"+"\n")
f.write("<head>"+"\n")
f.write("<title>A Webpage Created by Python</title>"+"\n")
f.write("</head>"+"\n")
f.write("<body bgcolor='#ffffdd'>"+"\n")
f.write("<font face='verdana' color='#000000'>"+"\n")
f.write("<center>"+"\n")
f.write("<h1>THE HEADING</h1><p>"+"\n")
f.write("<hr>"+"\n")
f.write("</center>"+"\n")
f.write("<h3>A Subheading</h3><p>"+"\n")
f.write("This is the text of the first paragraph.<p>"+"\n")
f.write("<hr>"+"\n")
f.write("<center>"+"\n")
f.write("<font size='2'>"+"\n")
f.write("<b><a href='mailto:editor@themagpi.com'>EMAIL</a></b><p>"+"\n")
f.write("<b><a href='http:www.themagpi.com'>WEBSITE</a></b><p>"+"\n")
f.write("</body>"+"\n")
f.write("</html>")
# Close the file
f.close()
# Open the html file with Midori browser
os.system("midori /home/pi/test.html")

screen width:1024
screen height:600
window caption:Fading Titles
text size:100
title 1:Jaseman Presents...
title 2:A Python Pit Production
title 3:FADING TITLE DEMO
# Import Settings
# By Jaseman - 22nd September 2012
f = open('settings.txt', 'r') # Opens a text file to read settings from (r)
settings = [] # Create a variable array to hold the settings
for line in f: # Loop to get each line of the file into the array
settings.append(line)
f.close() # Close the file
# This part splits each line at the colon (:) and defines variables
screenx=settings[0].split(':'); screeny=settings[1].split(':')
windowcaption=settings[2].split(':'); textsize=settings[3].split(':')
title1=settings[4].split(':'); title2=settings[5].split(':')
title3=settings[6].split(':')
import os,pygame; from pygame.locals import *; pygame.init()
os.environ['SDL_VIDEO_WINDOW_POS'] = 'center'
pygame.display.set_caption(windowcaption[1].strip())
screen=pygame.display.set_mode([int(screenx[1]),int(screeny[1])],0,32)
fadesurf=pygame.Surface((int(screenx[1]),int(screeny[1])))
titlesurf=pygame.Surface((int(screenx[1]),int(screeny[1])))
nexttitle=1;run=1
while run==1:
# Print the next title
font = pygame.font.Font(None,int(textsize[1]))
if nexttitle==1:
text = font.render(title1[1].strip(),True,(255,255,255))
if nexttitle==2:
text = font.render(title2[1].strip(),True,(255,255,255))
if nexttitle==3:
text = font.render(title3[1].strip(),True,(255,255,255))
tgr=text.get_rect
tp=tgr(centerx=screen.get_width()/2,centery=screen.get_height()/2)
titlesurf.blit(text,tp)
# Increase the transparency of fadesurf
for t in range(255,0,-20):
fadesurf.set_alpha(t); screen.blit(titlesurf,(0,0))
screen.blit(fadesurf,(0,0)); pygame.display.update()
# Decrease the transparency of fadesurf
for t in range(0,256,20):
fadesurf.set_alpha(t); screen.blit(titlesurf,(0,0))
screen.blit(fadesurf,(0,0)); pygame.display.update()
titlesurf.fill((0,0,0)); screen.blit(fadesurf,(0,0))
pygame.display.update()
nexttitle+=1
if nexttitle>=4: nexttitle=1

Feedback
I'm Faizal from Malaysia. Just
ordered a Raspberry Pi and
waiting to reach me. Saw this link
today for your mag. Great effort
but if can have more images
(more pictures) view would be
great.
Faizal
Your magazine is great. I'm using
it to teach python to my kids. One
possible suggestion, would it be
possible to produce a .mobi or
.epub version, as this would save
paper, and i could just put all the
magaines on the Kindle for them
to read and copy from?
Adam
I am a Pi owner and just today
found out about the magazine. I
am planning on starting at issue 1
however I would have found it
sooner had it been on Zinio
(http://za.zinio.com/) I use this
Android app to read all my
magazines. So if you can publish
it there, it would be awesome, and
I can get the updates the moment
the next one comes out.
Q

Still a great mag. Just one
question have you stopped the
skutter articles as this is the
second month with nothing
regarding the skutter? I hope you
have not as I was looking forward
to the articles.
Andy

While I enjoy reading the MagPi,
I’d like to read it on my Kindle, if
you already offer that as an
electronic download. The two
column layout is a pain to read on
the Kindle. Would you concider
one of the following options:
1. Master the MagPi for one
column half-size-pages PDF
2. Create an edition for the
Amazon Kindle shop
Kirill
If only a magazine had existed in
the early days of the Sinclair ZX80
my life would have been so much
easier. My Raspberry Pi is due to
be delivered by Santa but I have
your excellent magazine to keep
me informed and interested till
then. Many thanks for an excellent
and innovative magazine.
Ron

Just a thanks and to let you know,
I'd pay for this.
Newell

